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	 	Atom structure 

       

      Gravitational wave, quantum

       

      Wave theory –Dr.Tejman Chaim

       

      Einstein's prediction that atom is a gravitational wave is reinforced by nature (see picture of Stephan's quintet galaxy). Ingenious works of Bohr, Dirac, Heisenberg and de Broigle provided a wide theoretical basis describing atom structure and were helpful in consolidating wave theory with the help of astronomical pictures .Only by nature representations of this formation we can understand the behavior of energetic matter. Small and huge energetic formations are quant formations. I am confident that with time laboratories works will imitate nature's work.
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      Stephan's Quintet (NASA) Explanation of Stephan's Quintet galaxies

      I have created an illustration of atom's formation based on the photograph of Stephan's quintet and other galaxies 

      1. proton behaves like Kerr swirls 00 

      2. proton positron paths.

      3 positron (cloud, swirl); 450. 

      4. Neutron , 900 , like (Schwarzschild swirl)

      5. Neutron electron paths. (In galaxies paths of stars , planets atom formation etc.)

      6. Electron (clouds). 2700 , 

      7. Electron orbits around proton. (Feynman “Sum over histories”).

      Proton – Neutron wave formations 900. .  

      Electron – Positron 900 wave formations. 

       

      Description of atom, (gravitational wave).

      Proton, like Kerr swirl, black hole propels energetic pathway which by revolving and rotation motion, this one energetic paths creates additional three atomic particles form closed formation, bubble formation.

       

      Every particle in the wave atom paths has his own geometrical formation, gravitational field trajectory and what we call charges that are gravitational fields, specific for every particle.

      Einstein solution was crafted ingeniously by Riemannian geometry, Gaus curvature, Richi curvature, gravitational wave. Wave theory shows the way nature confirms these predictions of Einstein 100 years ago.
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      Behavior of energetic matter in quant wave formation or photon (phase transition) is equal in both semi loops 

      Nature, explains atom structure by wave formation and Schrodingers equation demonstrates it mathematically

      Reference:

      1) W.Heisenberg, The physical principles of the quantum theory, New York, Dover,

      (1930);2) P.A.M. Dirac, The principles of quantum mechanics. 4th rev. ed., Oxford Clarendon

      Press (1958);

      3) L.de Broglie, Heisenberg Uncertainties and Probabilistic Interpretation of Wave

      Mechanics, Dordrecht, Kluwer Academic Publishers (1995) Chapter 8, eqs.(3) and (8);

      4) Richard P. Feynman, Robert B. Leighton, Matthew Sands;The Feynman Lectures on Physics : Commemorative Issue, Three Volume Set (Hardcover);

5) Tejman c.;United nature theory;volume 1;2001;isbn 978965-555-093-750
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